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From the co-founder of the International Guide of Knot
Tyers, comes an oversize, easy-to follow guide perfect
for sailers, campers, fishermen, climbers, and everyone
else who might want or need to tie a solid, useful knot
This beautifully illustrated, full-color guide unties the
mysteries of more than eighty knots. Using clear
photographs and diagrams, as well as straightforward,
easy-to-follow instructions, any reader can master knots
for fishing, boating, climbing, crafts, and household uses.
Climbers will feel safer knowing they have tied the
perfect Water or Tape knot. Home decorators will enjoy
trying their hand at the beautiful and elaborate Chinese
Cloverleaf. Fishermen will fight big fish with more
confidence. Filled with fascinating knot lore, The Ultimate
Book of Everyday Knots is perfect for anyone wishing to
learn advanced knotting techniques for any purpose at
all. Featuring illustrations throughout, sections include:
Overhand knots Figure of eight knots Bowlines and
sheet bends Crossing knots And other useful knots
Whether for practical use or just for fun, this is a great
place to start knotting—so grab a piece of rope, sit back,
and enjoy!
A classic of practical magic that presents witchcraft as a
life-affirming spiritual path—from one of the grand dames
of witchcraft. Marion Weinstein was one of the founders
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is her book of
shadows, what they used to call a grimoire or book of
spells. It presents her personal approach to witchcraft,
what she learned over her many decades of practicing
magic: How to invoke the deities or spirit powers, the
gods and goddesses that inhabit our world The pagan
holidays—what they mean and how to honor them
Working with moon power throughout its phases The
witch’s toolkit of spells and rituals for contacting one’s
ancestors, seeking protection from malevolent forces,
and practicing advanced manifestation An exploration of
the principles of self-realization through witchcraft “In the
old days,” she writes, “a ‘Book of Shadows’ was kept
for joyful reasons—to pass on the work to others. Every
witch who could write had one.” During times of
repression, these works were a way of preserving the
religion. “Today, we are back to the original purpose of
sharing the craft with others.” This book is Marion’s gift
to you. It is also an invitation to start creating your own
book of shadows. Personal Magic is filled with how-tos
and practical advice that shows readers how to unlock
their psychic abilities to guide them in the creation of
their own unique and personal magical work. Every
technique is explained in detail, in keeping with
Weinstein's proviso that one should never attempt to
work any magic unless one understands it fully.
A purple-winged fairy wearing pajamas visits children at
night and ties knots in their brushed hair while they
sleep, leaving tangles in her wake.
The Sovereignty Knot is your guide to using your voice,
finding your way, and deepening your connection to the
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With Lightly
a message
grounded in self-love and self-worth, Marisa Goudy
brings you on a sacred journey into who you are, what
you want, and how you're called to make a contribution
to this world.
Provides instructions on creating handmade books and
book-related art pieces, including information on
developing pop-up books, flip books, and origami art.
Plain Kate lives in a world of superstitions and curses,
where a song can heal a wound and a shadow can work
deep magic. As the wood-carver's daughter, Kate held a
carving knife before a spoon, and her wooden charms
are so fine that some even call her "witch-blade" -- a
dangerous nickname in a town where witches are hunted
and burned in the square.
30 step-by-step, chunky knit projects using the hottest
needle-free trend: arm knitting. It's fast, it's easy, and it's
fun. Arm Knitting features 30 guided projects for head-totoe wearables, accessories, and cozy home goods. Each
project is needle-free! Although you could create the
same stitches and the same techniques with regular
knitting, arm knitting gives you bigger stitches, and
thicker yarns allow for more rapid results. Using just your
arms, you can create your own chunky, beautiful knit
goods by following the photographic instructions! Let the
photography inspire you as you work through each
project, whether you want a scarf for the winter, a new
wreath for your door, or a blanket for your bed. From
choosing yarn, to weaving in ends, to sewing pieces
together, Arm Knitting guides you every step of the way.
Perfect for those who don't know how to knit, this needlePage 3/18
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free technique
is suitable
for beginners,
you
beautiful results in hardly any time at all.

Stories from the world of The Hero and the Crown
and other magical places by a New York
Times–bestselling Newbery Medal winner. Robin
McKinley returns to the mythical setting of The Hero
and the Crown and The Blue Sword in this “thrilling,
satisfying, and thought-provoking collection”
featuring two stories set in the world of Damar, plus
three other fantasy tales featuring adventurous,
pragmatic, and heroic young women (Publishers
Weekly). There’s mute Lily, in “The Healer,” who
has the power to help others, and receives a startling
opportunity to find her voice when a mysterious
mage stumbles into town. And Queen Ruen, who is
at the mercy of a power-hungry uncle until she
encounters a shape-changer in “The Stagman.” In
“Touk’s House,” a maiden who has grown up with a
witch and a troll has a chance to become a princess,
but she must decide whether she would really live
happily ever after. When a curse follows Coral to her
new husband’s farm in “Buttercups,” the pair has a
choice: Succumb to defeat or find a way to turn a
disastrous enchantment into a fruitful new venture.
Finally, travel to upstate New York with Annabelle. In
the title story, her family moves shortly after her
sixteenth birthday, and just as she starts to adjust to
her new life in a small town, a plan to build a
superhighway threatens her new home. But a
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strange box hidden in a secret attic in the new house
may be the answer. This is a delightful assortment of
tales from an author with “a remarkable talent for
melding the real and the magical into a single,
believable whole” (Booklist).
Emily is a teenage girl pulled from our world into a
world of magic and mystery by a necromancer who
intends to sacrifice her to the dark gods. Rescued in
the nick of time by an enigmatic sorcerer, she
discovers that she possesses magical powers and
must go to Whitehall School to learn how to master
them. There, she learns the locals believe that she is
a "Child of Destiny," someone whose choices might
save or damn their world... a title that earns her both
friends and enemies. A stranger in a very strange
land, she may never fit into her new world... ...and
the necromancer is still hunting her. If Emily can't
stop him, he might bring about the end of days.
Mairi learns there is a darker side to the Fae Folk
and humans alike. When Mairi enters the Faerie
Realm along with her cousin Anne, her brother
Jamie, and a mysterious spirit cat named KA, in
search of the humans kept captive by the faeries,
they encounter changelings, giants, and bloodthirsty
fae while battling accusations of "witch" and are
shadowed by the druid Ewan MacDonald seeking
revenge. Autumn is a darker time for everyone, and
Mairi has only one agenda; to prove her dad never
died. This is the second book in the Celtic Magic
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series. The first book, The Trinity Knot, relays the
story of how Mairi came to be magical after the
death of her dad. Weaving Celtic Fairy Tales with the
Scotland of centuries ago and the California of
modern day, these two books provide an insight into
the Celtic ancestry many Americans share with the
United Kingdom.
A National Book Award nominee! The magic of
Savvy meets the complexity of When You Reach Me
in this "blithe magical puzzle," --The Wall Street
Journal Told in multiple viewpoints, A Tangle of
Knots is a magnificent puzzle. In a slightly magical
world where everyone has a Talent, eleven-year-old
Cady is an orphan with a phenomenal Talent for
cake baking. But little does she know that fate has
set her on a journey from the moment she was born.
And her destiny leads her to a mysterious address
that houses a lost luggage emporium, an old recipe,
a family of children searching for their own Talents,
and a Talent Thief who will alter her life forever.
However, these encounters hold the key to Cady's
past and how she became an orphan. If she's lucky,
fate may reunite her with her long-lost parent. Lisa
Graff adds a pinch of magic to a sharply crafted plot
to create a novel that will have readers wondering
about fate and the way we're all connected.
“Mr. Petit is the perfect teacher” in this fascinating,
educational volume on knot-tying—an art and science
that has held civilization together (The Wall Street
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Journal). Philippe Petit is known for his astounding
feat of daring when, on August 7, 1974, he stepped
out on a wire illegally rigged between the World
Trade Center’s twin towers in New York City. But
beyond his balance, courage, and showmanship,
there was one thing Petit had to be absolutely
certain of—his knots. Without the confidence that his
knots would hold, he never would have left the
ground. In fact, while most of us don’t think about
them beyond tying our shoelaces, the humble knot is
crucial in countless contexts, from sailing to sports to
industrial safety to art, agriculture, and more. In this
truly unique book, Petit offers a guide to tying over
sixty of his essential knots, with practical sketches
illustrating his methods and clear tying instructions.
Filled with photos in which special knots were used
during spectacular high-wire walks, quirky knot trivia,
personal anecdotes, helpful tips, magic tricks, and
special tying challenges, Why Knot? will entertain
and educate readers of all ages. “In reading
Philippe’s book we are cogently reminded that
without the ability to secure a rope, or tether a goat,
or make fast the sheets of a galley, much of the
civilization that we take for granted would disappear
as easily as a slipknot in the hands of a Vegas
conjuror.” —Sting, musician and activist “His
descriptions are clear, he deploys humor frequently
and he makes his points with anecdotes that are
colorful and memorable. Explaining the purpose and
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creation of knots and thanks to those flawless
drawings Mr. Petit earns perfect marks.” —The Wall
Street Journal
The adventures of Tiptoes Lightly, who lives in an
acorn high up in the branches of a Great Oak Tree.
Ghosts, a kidnapping, a crew of young detectives,
and family secrets mix in this new standalone
mystery set in the world of the best-selling
Greenglass House, from a National Book Award
nominee and Edgar Award–winning author. Marzana
and her best friend are bored. Even though they live
in a notorious city where normal rules do not apply,
nothing interesting ever happens to them. Nothing,
that is, until Marzana’s parents are recruited to help
solve an odd crime, and she realizes that this could
be the excitement she’s been waiting for. She
assembles a group of kid detectives with special
skills—including the ghost of a ship captain’s
daughter—and together, they explore hidden
passageways, navigate architecture that changes
overnight, and try to unravel the puzzle of who the
kidnappers are—and where they’re hiding. But will
they beat the deadline for a ransom that’s
impossible to pay? Legendary smugglers, suspicious
teachers, and some scary bad guys are just a few of
the adults the crew must circumvent while
discovering hidden truths about their families and
themselves in this smart, richly imagined tale.
"In Nadezra, peace is as tenuous as a single thread.
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The ruthless House Indestor has been destroyed,
but darkness still weaves through the city's filthy
back alleys and jewel-bright gardens, seen by those
who know where to look. Derossi Vargo has always
known. He has sacrificed more than anyone
imagines to carve himself a position of power and
influence among the nobility, hiding a will of steel
behind a velvet smile. He'll be damned if he lets
anyone threaten what he's built. Grey Serrado knows
all too well. Bent under the yoke of too many
burdens, he fights to protect the city's most
vulnerable. Sooner or later, that fight will demand
more than he can give. And Ren, daughter of no
clan, knows best of all. Caught in a knot of lies, torn
between her heritage and her aristocratic
masquerade, she relies on her gift for reading
pattern to survive. And it shows her the web of
darkness that traps her city. But all three have yet to
discover just how far that web stretches. And in the
end, it will take more than knives to cut themselves
free.."-This acclaimed author of FOLDING STORIES:
STORYTELLING & ORIGAMI TOGETHER AS ONE
(School Library Journal, June 1991), professional
storyteller & educator has now written the ultimate
guide for how to captivate young children with
today's most popular & practical storytelling prop:
POCKETS! Includes 75 humorous poems, rhymes,
riddles & fingerplays; 18 silly pocket songs; 6 original
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two-minute pocket stories; 12 cooperative learning
games for all group sizes; 7 simple pocket tricks that
anyone can perform; 28 pages of fun activities
featuring animals with natural pockets (hamsters,
pelicans, marsupials); complete illustrated
instructions for pocket crafts & patterns; hundreds of
ideas for extended educational applications; AND 85
different pocket resources reviewed, indexed, &
cross-referenced. A perfect companion for
storytelling aprons & a MUST for all preschool-K
story programs! Organized in an easy-to-use format
for busy teachers & librarians who have pockets in
their clothing, work with children ages 3-6, &
understand the value of combining learning with
laughter. It's all about pockets, all about pocket play,
& all about fun. Available from Baker & Taylor, 501
S. Gladiolus St., Momence, IL 60954-2444;
815-472-2444.
Delve into the depths of a magical current that spans
over two thousand years. The Book of Celtic Magic
provides the unsurpassed power of practical magic
and the transformative forces of ancient Celtica.
Druid priest Kristoffer Hughes invites you to explore
the pantheon, myths, and magic of his native Wales.
Discover the magical allies, the gods and
goddesses, and the spirits of place that form the
foundation of this vibrant tradition. Practice rituals
that draw you closer to the divine energy of the
trees, plants, and animals that surround you. Work
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with spells, conjurations, invocations, and magical
tools that have been developed and refined from
genuine Celtic sources. Complete with exercises and
a glossary of terms, this step-by-step guide is a
definitive source of authentic Celtic magic.
A guide to tying useful, decorative, and magic knots
features step-by-step illustrations and a clear text
that teaches readers how to create everything
ranging from simple hitches to complex lariats, trick
knots, and rope tricks.
Chrysanthemum loves her name, until she starts
going to school and the other children make fun of it.
Discover the Only Knots You'll Ever Need! The
Useful Knots Book is a no-nonsense knot guide on
how to tie the 25+ most practical rope knots. It
comes with easy to follow instructions, pictures, and
tips on when to best use each knot. Teach yourself
knot tying today, because it's easy, fun, and useful.
Get it now. The Ultimate Knots Guide * Explanations
of common knots and ropes terms * Easy to follow
instructions and clear pictures * Tips for proper rope
care * Advice on how to choose right knot for the job
* All the fundamental boy scout knots Learn the 5
Main Types of Knots and When to Use Them *
Stopper Knots * Loops * Hitches * Bends * Lashing
Discover all the Knots You Need ... in this complete
knot tying visual guide. * From basic knots to more
advanced ones * Climbing knots * Various bowline
knots * Fishing knots * Boating knots * Knots for
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survival ... and more. Limited Time Only... Get your
copy of The Useful Knots Book today and you will
also receive: * Free SF Nonfiction Books new
releases * Exclusive discount offers * Downloadable
sample chapters * Bonus content … and more! Learn
how to tie the only knots you'll ever need, because
this book has the 25 most practical knots there are.
Get it now.
The Magic KnotAnd Other TanglesThe Magic Knot ~
and Other Tangles!A Making Tale Comedy Starring
Pine Cone and Pepper Pot and the Lovely Tiptoes
LightlyCreateSpace
A pun-packed look at friendship, jealousy, and being
yourself Knot is a piece of rope who longs to do the
same things as Snake. Snake can slither and swim and
hiss. Sadly, Knot cannot! But when Snake finds herself in
a pickle, Knot discovers there's one thing he can do that
Snake cannot. Knot can knot--a lot! With wordplay aplenty, this uproarious read-a-loud encourages readers
to find--and celebrate!--whatever it is they do best.
Pine Cone and Pepper Pot the gnomes make Tiptoes
Lightly a birthday present of one table and three chairs
for her little acorn house - a seemingly simple task for
gnomes... !!!
Harness the secret power of enchanted knots with Knot
Magic. Cast powerful spells with ancient knot magic that
has been around for centuries. With a length of string,
ribbon, cord, or anything that can be knotted, you can
quickly make magic work for you, whether to enchant
new love into your life, change your fortune, or manifest
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way to cast a
spell, but also the best time to perform the spell to
ensure success. Become a master knot maker as your
spells take root. This unique collection includes allpowerful witch's ladders, where additional talismans are
woven in with the knots to reinforce the desired outcome,
and "unknotting" charms, which banish all forms of
negativity. Enhance your magic and knowledge as you
bring positive energy into your life. Plus, you’ll have
access to a "magical knot directory" that provides the
tools you’ll need to get started on your magical journey.
Knot Magic is an approachable and ideal reference guide
for seasoned and curious spiritualists who want to
practice knot magic. The Mystical Handbook series from
Wellfleet takes you on a magical journey through the
wonderful world of spellcraft and spellcasting. Explore a
new practice with each volume and learn how to
incorporate spells, rituals, blessings, and cleansings into
your daily routine. These portable companions feature
beautiful foil-detail covers and color-saturated interiors
on a premium paper blend. Other titles in the series
include: Witchcraft, Love Spells, Moon Magic,
Superstitions, and House Magic.
Provides checklists and advice on planning a wedding,
discussing such topics as reserving facilities, selecting
vendors, and arranging the wedding ceremony.
After the death of their father, 15-year-old Mairi and her
younger brother Jamie are forced to spend the summer
with their estranged grandfather in the rural mountains of
Northern California. Expecting to be miserable, Mairi is
instead drawn into a world of magic straight out of the
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Celtic fairy
childhood.
Facing
faerie curses
and vengeful druids, a trip back in time to ancient
Scotland threatens to become even more dangerous
than anticipated when their cousin, Danny unexpectedly
shows up with his own agenda, and time is running out
to reverse the curse a faerie has put on their family. Life
wasn't ever going to be the same without her father, but
Mairi never imagined she was actually part of a magical
legacy. Combining Scotland's history and Celtic fairy
tales passed down by the clans on Skye with modern
day teens in the United States, this contemporary
fantasy fiction for the YA audience encourages a new
look at ancient lore, connecting Scottish-Americans to
their ancestral roots in an accessible storyline. Follow
Mairi as she learns who she is and how her choices
impact the world around her in this first book in the
series, Celtic Magic. Inspired by books both fiction and
educational written by authors such as Jane Yolen and
Elen Sentier, this series weaves fantasy and
contemporary in an engaging manner.
This book brings together twenty essays on diverse
topics in the history and science of knots. It is divided
into five parts, which deal respectively with knots in
prehistory and antiquity, non-European traditions,
working knots, the developing science of knots, and
decorative and other aspects of knots. Its authors include
archaeologists who write on knots found in digs of
ancient sites (one describes the knots used by the
recently discovered Ice Man); practical knotters who
have studied the history and uses of knots at sea, for
fishing and for various life support activities; a historian
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computer
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on computer
classification of doilies; and mathematicians who
describe the history of knot theories from the eighteenth
century to the present day. In view of the explosion of
mathematical theories of knots in the past decade, with
consequential new and important scientific applications,
this book is timely in setting down a brief, fragmentary
history of mankind's oldest and most useful technical and
decorative device — the knot. Contents:Prehistory and
Antiquity:Pleistocene KnottingWhy Knot? — Some
Speculations on the First KnotsOn Knots and Swamps —
Knots in European PrehistoryAncient Egyptian Rope and
KnotsNon-European Traditions:The Peruvian QuipuThe
Art of Chinese Knots Works: A Short HistoryInuit
KnotsWorking Knots:Knots at SeaA History of Life
Support KnotsTowards a Science of Knots?:Studies on
the Behaviour of KnotsA History of Topological Knot
Theory of KnotsTramblesCrochet Work — History and
Computer ApplicationsDecorative Knots and Other
Aspects:The History of MacraméA History of
LaceHeraldic KnotsOn the True Love Knotand other
papers Readership: Mathematicians, archeologists,
social historians and general readers. keywords:Antiquit;
Braiding;Climbing;Heraldry;History;Knots;Lace;Mariners;
Prehistory;Quipus;Science;Theory;Topology;Knotting,
Pleistocene;Egyptian;Inuit;Chinese;Mountaineering,
Topological Knot Theory;Knot Theories;Quipo Knot
Mathematics;Knot Strength Efficiency;Heraldic;True
Love;Crochet;Computer Aided Design;Trambles “… it is a
veritable compendium of information about every
aspects of knots, from their links with quantum theory to
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ropes together … the huge scope of this book makes it
one I have turned to many times, for many different
purposes.” New Scientists “I enjoyed browsing through
all the chapters. They contain material that a
mathematician would not normally come across in his
work.” The Mathematical Intelligencer
Blessed Threads & Magic Twists Cord magic is one of
the easiest and most satisfying ways to make magic.
This book shows you how to quickly and effectively twist
your own magical cords, with specific tips for choosing
colors, setting your intention, charging the cords, and
incorporating powerful knot spells. You will discover
dozens of hands-on instructional worksheets and specific
projects for a myriad of magical purposes, including
protection, transitions, finding new love, improving your
creative life, celebrating a handfasting, and many more.
Author Brandy Williams also includes guidance for
working with embellishments, capturing the power of
astrological signs, unmaking a cord, and choosing the
best materials. Cord magic is portable and versatile—you
can twist a cord in a matter of minutes, whether you're at
home or out in public. You can wear a magically charged
cord as an accessory or simply carry one in a pocket or
bag. This book explores the history of cord magic and it
teaches everything you need to know about the tools and
techniques you need to create your own magical twists
and knots.

From one of today's foremost experts: a guidebook
with clear instructions and over 400 step-by-step
illustrations that show readers how to perform 70 of
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the best, easiest-to-master, most entertaining rope
tricks ever created.
Struggling as a freelance translator in southern
France, heartbroken Georg Polger hopes for an
improvement in his circumstances when he inherits a
potentially dangerous project translating military
construction plans, a job that is complicated by the
suspicious actions of a beautiful woman and Georg's
discovery that he is being followed. Original. 15,000
first printing.
The Sunday Times No.4 Bestseller Within the
boroughs of London, nestled among its streets,
hides another city, filled with magic.
Introducing the first official Harry Potter knitting
book—a deluxe guide to creating over 25 authentic
Harry Potter knits based on the iconic films. Channel
the magic of the Harry Potter films from the screen to
your needles with the ultimate knitter’s guide to the
Wizarding World. Featuring over 25 magical knits
pictured in gorgeous full-color photography, this
book includes patterns for clothing, home projects,
and keepsakes pulled straight from the movies—and
even includes a few iconic costume pieces as seen
on-screen. With yarn suggestions based on the true
colors used in the films, projects range from simple
patterns like the Hogwarts house scarves to more
complex projects like Mrs. Weasley’s Christmas
sweaters. A true fan must-have, this book also
includes fun facts, original costume sketches, film
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stills, and other behind-the-scenes treasures. Harry
Potter: Knitting Magic is sure to have fans
everywhere summoning needles, conjuring yarn, and
practicing their best knitting wizardry.
Winner of the 2014 Monica Hughes Award for
Science Fiction and Fantasy, from the author of
PLAIN KATE At the very edge of the world live the
Shadowed People. And with them live the dead.
There, in the village of Westmost, Otter is born to
power. She is the proud daughter of Willow, the
greatest binder of the dead in generations. It will be
Otter’s job someday to tie the knots of the ward, the
only thing that keeps the living safe. Kestrel is
training to be a ranger, one of the brave women who
venture into the forest to gather whatever the
Shadowed People can’t live without and to fight off
whatever dark threat might slip through the ward’s
defenses. And Cricket wants to be a storyteller -already he shows the knack, the ear -- and already
he knows dangerous secrets. But something is very
wrong at the edge of the world. Willow’s power
seems to be turning inside out. The ward is in
danger of falling. And lurking in the shadows,
hungry, is a White Hand, the most dangerous of the
dead, whose very touch means madness, and
worse. Suspenseful, eerie, and beautifully imagined.
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